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Estimating the mixing matrix in Sparse Component
Analysis (SCA) based on multidimensional subspace
clustering


Farid Movahedi Naini , G. Hosein Mohimani , Massoud Babaie-Zadeh * Member and Christian Jutten Member

Abstract— In this paper we propose a new method for estimating the mixing matrix, A, in the linear model X  AS, for the
problem of underdetermined Sparse Component Analysis (SCA).
Contrary to most existing algorithms, in the proposed algorithm
there may be more than one active source at each instant (i.e. in
each column of the source matrix S), and the number of sources
is not required to be known in advance. Since in the cases where
more than one source is active at each instant, data samples
concentrate around multidimensional subspaces, the idea of our
method is to first estimate these subspaces and then estimate the
mixing matrix from these estimated subspaces.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Because of its many applications, the problem of Blind
Source Separation (BSS) has been extensively studied in the
last twenty years (refer for example to the books [1], [2]. The
applications include channel estimation and equalization [3],
multimedia signal processing [4] and HDTV system [5]). In
the mathematical form, the problem consists in separating a
set of mixed signals from their mixtures, where there are no
information about the sources or about the mixing system
(hence the term “Blind”).
The aim of Sparse Component Analysis (SCA) is to solve the
BSS problem under the sparsity prior [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. A
sparse signal is a signal whose most samples are nearly zero,
and just a few percent take significant values. Consequently,
at each ‘time’ instant, only a few number of sources have
significant values (say they are ‘active’), and most of them are
almost zero (say they are ‘inactive’).
The problem of SCA can be stated as follows. Consider the
linear model:
(1)
X  AS



where
A 
a  a   is the mixing matrix, S 

 and X  x  x   are the
s  s  
matrices of  sources and  observed signals. Each column of
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S and X corresponds to an instant of ‘time’ and  is the number
of ‘time’ samples. Sparsity of source signals implies that in
each column of S, there are just a few significant values (active
sources) and most of the elements are almost zero (inactive
sources). The goal of SCA is then to estimate A and S, only
from X and the sparsity assumption. In this paper, each column
of the mixing matrix, i.e. each a  ,  "!#$ , is called a mixing
vector.
Although the word “time” is used in the above paragraphs
(‘time’ samples or instant of ‘time’), and will be used in
the continuation of this paper, the above model may be in
another domain, in which the sparsity assumption holds. To
see this, let % be a linear ‘sparsifying’ transform (like Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) or wavelet packet transform
for speech signals), and the mixing system is stated as X  AS
in the time domain. Then, we have %'& X () A %'& S ( in the
transformed domain, and because of the sparsity of %'& S ( , it is
in the form of (1).
Generally, more than one source may be active at each instant
of time. The number of active sources at each instant is a
random variable and its average1 is denoted by * .
The SCA problem is usually solved in two steps. The first
step is the estimation of the mixing matrix (A), and the second
step is the recovery of the source signals (S) by knowing the
mixing matrix. Note that in the underdetermined case, in which
the number of sources exceeds the number of sensors, these two
problems are not identical [11]. In this paper, we address only
the problem of the estimation of the mixing matrix.
In the field of SCA, two different cases should be distinguished for estimating the mixing matrix: single dominant
component and multiple dominant components. In the former,
the average number of active sources is less than or approximately equal to one. In the latter, the average number of active
sources is greater than one. Up to now, many papers have
been addressed to the former case [6], [8], [9], while only few
researchers have considered the latter case [12], [13]. In this
paper, we focus on the case of multiple dominant components.
In the single dominant component SCA, the observed data in
the  -dimensional scatter plot of mixtures concentrate along
the directions of  mixing vectors. Similarly, in the multiple
1 In fact, this random variable may have non integer average. In this case,
is the closest integer to this average.
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dominant components SCA, the observed data concentrate
around * -dimensional subspaces which are spanned by a set of
* mixing vectors.
The total number of these subspaces is equal
132
to ,.-0/ . We call these subspaces concentration subspaces
throughout this paper.
The basic idea of this paper is to find these * -dimensional
concentration subspaces, and then to estimate the mixing
vectors using them. This general idea has also been used by
Washizawa et. al. in [13], but our method archives this goal
by another technique which has lower computational cost and
lets us to solve the medium scale problems (e.g., 4536 and
798 ). In fact, in our method, it is not necessary to find all ,concentration subspaces. Moreover, if some of these subspaces
are found mistakenly, the estimating part of the mixing matrix
is in a way robust to these errors.
It should be emphasized that in this paper, * , the average
number of active sources, is assumed to be determined a priori.
However, a method for estimating * has been proposed in [14].
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section,
we will explain the procedure of estimating the concentration
subspaces. In Section III, a method for estimating the mixing
vectors from the estimated concentration subspaces is developed. In Section IV, the algorithm for estimating the matrix
A is finalized, while Section V presents various computer
simulations to justify the algorithm. Finally, Section VI contains
some discussions and concludes the paper.
II. E STIMATING C ONCENTRATION S UBSPACES
In this section, we try to estimate * -dimensional concentration subspaces. Each * -dimensional subspace can be represented by an  by * matrix, whose columns form an
orthonormal basis for the subspace2 . In this paper, we do not
1 a subspace and its matrix representation.
distinguish between
Let B : be the matrix representation of an arbitrary
* -dimensional subspace. We define the following function to
detect whether B is a concentration subspace or not:
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where x VQ B @ is the distance of x  from the subspace represented by B (the definition of this distance is presented in
appendix 1).
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and
for
large values of
DGM FI> xH RQ B @ , it is nearly zero. Therefore, for sufficiently small
values of S , the above function is approximately equal to the
number of data points close to B. Moreover, if the set of
points are concentrated around
several different * -dimensional
;
concentration subspaces,
has a local maximum where B
is close to the basis of each of them. These local maxima
are very strong if S is small enough. In fact, their values are
approximately equal to the number of data samples which
; lie
in that subspace. Therefore, by maximizing the function , we
2 Note

that this representation is not unique.
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actually maximize the number of data points close to B. Now
an example is presented for demonstrating this function.

Example 1. Consider the problem for the case 7ZY ,
and *^_6 . In this case, there are five sources,
three mixtures and two sources are active in most instants of
2
time. Therefore, the data concentrate around /a`O bdc twodimensional ; concentration subspaces. To show the efficiency of
the function , the data points near origin are first omitted (they
lie in all concentration subspaces) and the remaining points are
projected onto the surface of a unit semi-sphere (by normalizing
the data in every sample and forcing sign of the first component
to be positive. This operation does not change the subspace of
a data sample).
Given an arbitrary two-dimensional
subspace, let B be
>fe
QRg?QXh @ be its normal vector3
its matrix representation and
representation in
>ji Cartesian coordinate. This vector can be
represented by QRkP@ satisfying:

[]\
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>ji
>
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9
g'9rGsPo > I@ oRp q kP@
(3)
ht9rGsPo kP@
;
i
i
The function is plotted versus QRk for c"
QRk$vu and
different values of S . The results are shown in Fig. 1(a) and
Fig. 1(b).
;
Note that for larger S , is smoother, but for smaller one,
the peak locations are better distinguishable (all dc concenmn

tration subspaces are separated). Therefore, they form a better
representation for the actual concentration subspaces.

;

The idea is to maximize the function for a small value of
S , using a maximization method. However, for small S s, many
local maxima exist which make this maximization difficult. But
even in this case, if we have a good initial guess about the
location of the maximum, then by starting from this initial
point, the maximization algorithm may easily find the actual
maximum. Our idea is; then to use the maximum obtained from
the maximization of for a larger S , as the initial guess for
the location of the maximum for smaller S . This suggests to
use a decreasing sequence of S in order to obtain an accurate
estimation.
Up to now, estimating the concentration subspaces is discussed. The presentation of the final algorithm is delayed
to Section IV, after introducing the method of estimating
the mixing vectors from concentration subspaces in the next
section.
III. E STIMATING M IXING V ECTORS
Now suppose that all of the * -dimensional concentration
subspaces are estimated and their representation matrices are
B  , !'wAX,.- . This section is dedicated to estimating the
mixing vectors using these subspaces. To do this, we use an
3 In this case, B is a hyperplane in the three-dimensional space. Its normal
vector, by definition, is a unit-norm vector which is perpendicular to the
hyperplane.
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Graph of the function  in the case y'z:{ , |}z~ and +.z
z"d   . Distinguished curves represent 10 two-dimensional concentration

Fig. 2.

(a)

subspaces and discriminated peaks represent 5 mixing vectors. The exact
location of the actual mixing vectors are indicated by added vertical lines.
Note that each mixing vector is the intersection of 4 concentration subspaces.

different from the previous one. In order to distinguish the
two, the one related to finding subspaces is denoted by S B and
the one related to finding mixing vectors is denoted by S A .
The next example explains the behavior of this function.

(b)



Fig. 1. Graph of the function x in the case y'z{ , |}z~ and
 +z for
two different values of  . In (a) zd and in (b) zd  . The exact
location of the actual concentration subspaces are indicated by vertical lines.
It is observed that by decreasing  , discrimination increases while a decrease
in smoothness is observed.

idea similar to the idea we used in the previous section to find
the concentration subspaces.
As mentioned before, every concentration subspace is
spanned by a set of * mixing vectors. The number of concentration subspaces which include a certain
K mixing vector,
*
 mixing vectors
equals to the number
of
choices
of
other
K
from the total 

ones. Therefore, every mixing vector lies
1 E 2
in / E of the subspaces. Given an arbitrary vector v in the
 -dimensional space, we define the following function:
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where v Q B @ is the distance of the vector v from the ! th
estimated concentration subspace (refer to appendix 1 for the
definition of this distance)4 .
M >
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and
for
large values of
DGM FI> vH Q B@ , it is almost zero. Thus, for sufficiently small values
of S , the function  is approximately equal to the number of
subspaces close to v. Note that the S used in this formula is
4 However, as will be explained later, this function is not directly used in the
final algorithm.

Example 2. Here, we demonstrate the function  for the case
of example 1, in which $5Y , b\ and *)56 . There are
/ `O 2 dc concentration subspaces, all of them are presumed to
E 2
be already estimated. Each mixing vector is close to /aO` E 
of these estimated subspaces.
All of the surface points of the unit semi-sphere are
>fe spanned
as follows. Each>ji vector with Cartesian coordinate QRg?QXh @ is
QRkP@ i satisfying (3). The function  is shown
transformed
to
i
QRk4u in Fig. 2. Accordinge#to
versus , k for c4
  (3), a
two-dimensional subspace defined by equation ht9
g can
be represented in this system of coordinates by equation:

>
j> i
> "
j> i
>
rGsPo Pk @#9oRp q I@ oRp q kP@
rGsPo I@ oRp q kP@

Therefore, any arbitrary two-dimensional subspace is transformed into a curve in this figure. In fact, there are exactly
dc curves in the figure which each one represents one of the
concentration subspaces.
In this case every mixing vector lies in  subspaces. Therefore, the absolute maxima that are located in the intersection
of  curves represent the mixing vectors and are easily distinguishable in the figure. Note that the values of these peaks
are nearly  , which is equal to the number of concentration
subspaces in which they lie.
As observed in the figure, there exist local maxima which
make it difficult to design a maximization algorithm for estimating the mixing vectors. In general, each mixing vector
1 E 2
lies in / E concentration subspaces, but other vectors are
close to relatively smaller number of concentration subspaces,
say less than  concentration subspaces. Consequently, in order
to identify the mixing vectors correctly, we detect the vectors
which lie in at least  concentration subspaces.
1 E 2
Note that if  is set to / E then all of the concentration
subspaces must be estimated accurately. However, the value of
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1) Remove data.±samples
(samples of the mixture
matrix x ® ¯j°
¯ ±:² ) which are near origin.
In these samples, all of the sources are probably
inactive. Then normalize every column of X (normalization simplifies the distance measurement).
2) Choose a suitable value for ³ B and a suitable
decreasing sequence of ´   VRaTµ·¶ .
3) For ¸#z
RVj¹ B
a) Choose a random starting subspace (an orthonormal | by + matrix Bº° .
b) Set »Iz
.
c) Start with Bº and maximize the function xR¼½ using a multi-variate maximization method. Orthonormalize Bº after each
iteration. Update Bº to the argument that
maximizes this function.
d) If »:¾À¿ (where ¿ is the number of
elements of the sequence ´   VVTµ¶ ), increment » and go back to (c).
4) Omit the repeated subspaces.
5) Choose ³ B of the obtained subspaces that have
the largest value of the function xX¼dÁ .



Fig. 3. Graph of the function  in the case y z{ , |z~ , +z
and z
for zd { . The exact location of the actual mixing vectors are indicated by
added vertical lines.

 can be set much less in some experiences, and the method
accomplishes correctly without requiring all the concentration
subspaces to be estimated.
Moreover, in determining the mixing vectors, instead of
working with the function  (as defined in (4)), we define
the following function to better discriminate between the peaks
corresponding to mixing vectors, and to force each detected
mixing vector to lie in at least  concentration subspaces:
 <>

where

M >
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and v Q B @ is the distance of vector v from subspace <?B.> For
sufficiently small values of S , if v is close to B then § v Q B @
is about  and otherwise it is almost zero. Thus,

§ <?> v Q B¡G@?¨¨¨ § ?< > v Q B ¦¥@#©5ª  if v is close to all B ¡¨¨¨ B¦¥
c otherwise
 <?>
This means that
v @ is significant if at least one of the

summands is significant, i.e. if v is near to the corresponding
subset of  subspaces. Therefore, this function can be utilized
for finding mixing vectors. Note that direct computation of (5)
is too time-consuming, and should be avoided. Instead, a fast
algorithm for computing (5) is presented in appendix 2. The
function is shown for the same case of example 2, with  
in Fig. 3.
As it can be observed in the figures, the mixing vectors are
more distinguishable and the maximization process is simpler
;«<
for detecting these maxima. In fact, similar to the function ,
value of S experiences a trade-off between smoothness and
discrimination.
IV. F INAL A LGORITHM OF I DENTIFYING
M ATRIX

THE

M IXING

As mentioned in previous sections, two decreasing sequences
of S are used in this algorithm. We denote them by SEXS¬ .
However, their lengths and their values can be different.
132 concentration
Usually, the estimation of all the , -: /
subspaces is not necessary. It is sufficient to estimate as many
concentration subspaces to guarantee the existence of any

Fig. 4.

4

The final algorithm for estimating the concentration subspaces.

mixing vectors in at least  of the estimated concentration
subspaces. This value is referred to as , B .
The idea for estimating the concentration subspaces is to
start from randomly different starting points, with the hope of
finding different maxima. To achieve this, instead of trying , B
starting points, we use Â B starting points (where Â B is several
times greater than;T<, B ), and then we take , B of them which
have the greatest Á (note that we are taking advantage that
132 is
the actual number of concentration subspaces ,-ÃÄ/
large). Using this method, if some of the detected subspaces
are false (because of getting trapped in local maxima), they
will be ignored, too. The final algorithm for estimating the
concentration subspaces is presented in Fig. 4.
Similarly in order to improve the performance of the second
part of the algorithm, instead of estimating  mixing vectors,
Â A Å  vectors are estimated, after which the repeated
vectors are omitted and actual mixing vectors are extracted
via error detection process. The final algorithm for estimating
the concentration subspaces is presented in Fig. 5. We do not
emphasize on the maximization method. In our simulations, we
have used the steepest ascent maximization method which is
discussed in appendix 3.
Note that the parameter  (number of sources) is not directly
used in the above algorithm. If  is not known, the above
algorithm can be equally applied. As will be seen in the
experimental results, obtaining more than  (actual number of)
mixing vectors is rare, but obtaining less than  vectors happens
more frequently, specially where the actual mixing vectors are
very close to each other.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, one simulation is presented to show the performance of the algorithm. For this simulation, sparse sources
are generated independently and identically distributed (i.i.d)
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2)

a suitable
´   R VTµ¶ .
For ¸#z
RVj¹ A

decreasing

sequence

of

a) Choose a random normalized | by vector
vº .
b) Set »Iz
.
c) Start with vº and maximize the function
=¼½ using any multi-variate maximization
method. Normalize vº after each iteration.
Update vº to the argument that maximizes
this function.
d) If »·¾¿ , increment » and go back to (c).
3) Error detection process: Omit the vectors that are
near to less than  of the estimated subspaces.
4) Omit the repeated vectors.
Fig. 5.
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the cases where

yIÞ#¾ y vectors are obtained, the formula
ß z)àLá â AP æ Â 
P ã=äå
å

20

40
60
80
Simulation number

100

Efficiency of the overall
algorithm for all simulations in the case
²
, |zç , +z
and z~è for 100 different simulations. Number
of obtained vectors in each simulation is shown. In some cases fewer than 12
vectors are obtained(7).

(6)

(7)

is used, where Ý is the set of all permutation matrices (this is
the same criterion used in [13]). The maximum, the minimum,
the mean and the standard deviation of the error obtained
by this criterion were 0.0111, 0.0054, 0.0083 and 0.0012,
respectively5. This shows that obtained vectors were very close
to the actual ones.
5 In

0

y z

where È is the probability of activity of the sources (and hence
*Ï©IÈ ). SÊËXÌ and SÊËRÎ are the standard deviations of the sources
in active and inactive modes, respectively. In order to have
sparse sources, the conditions SËXÌ Å SÊËRÎ and ÈÑÐÒ should
be applied. SËRÎ is to model a white noise.
100 simulations are performed for the case )36 , 798 ,
*ÏÍ6 (ÈcÊ d8 Ó ), 99\«Ô«c«c , SÊËRÎ)cÊ cÊ and SÊËXÌÕ} . All the
mixing matrices are generated randomly and each column of
them is normalized. Parameters were chosen as follows:  ,
, B 7YTÖ , × A 76=Pc , × B dc«, B 7YTÖ«c , S B  [.15, .075,
.037, .018] and S A  [.1, .05, .025, .0125].
In the use of the algorithm of Fig. 4, two subspaces are
detected identical if their distance (presented in appendix 1) is
less than 0.1. In the use of the algorithm of Fig. 5, a vector
is considered to lie in a subspace if its distance (presented in
appendix 1) from that subspace is less than 0.03. And two
vectors are called identical if their angle is less than 6 degrees.
This criterion forces any two mixing vectors to have a minimum
angle of 6 degrees. In this simulation, all the mixing matrices
which did not obey this criteria were omitted.
Figure 6 shows the number of vectors obtained by the algorithm in all simulations. Note that in none of these simulations
more than 12 vectors are obtained. However, in 11 of them less
than 12 vectors are estimated. In all cases, the obtained vectors
are compared with the mixing vectors. For the cases in which
12 vectors were obtained, the criterion

Ù'p q
P ÚTÛ)Ü

10

Fig. 6.
R

by the sum of Gaussians model [11]:

Ø

11

9

The final algorithm for estimating the mixing vectors.

Æ ÇwÈÉ > cÊQXSÊËXÌ @ Í>  K È?@?É > cÊQXSÊËRÎ¤@

5

12

Number of obtained vectors

1) Choose

(8)

Generally, the method may not succeed in estimating all of
the mixing vectors. This error occurs if that mixing vector is not
close to at least  of the estimated subspaces. This error may
be generated because of error in subspace estimation process.
In the 11 cases where less than 12 vectors were estimated,
this error has occurred. The negligible errors obtained in the
experiment imply that the estimation of mixing vectors has been
accurate. The strict error detection process in Fig. 5, usually
prevents detection of any false vector.
VI. D ISCUSSION

AND

C ONCLUSION

Most existing algorithms assume single dominant case at
each instant for estimating the mixing matrix in SCA. Moreover, the number of sources is assumed to be known in most of
them. In this paper, we presented a method which omits these
restrictions. On the contrary, in our simulations, we assumed
that the averaged number of active sources, * , is known in
advance. However, some methods exist that estimate * [14].
At our best knowledge, all existing SCA methods are unable
to estimate mixing matrix in large and even medium scales
(e.g., the case used in the simulations), for the multiple dominant case [13]. However, our method solves the problem at
least in medium scale cases. The reason is that there is no
necessity to estimate all concentration subspaces. Moreover,
the algorithm is in a way robust to the errors in estimation of
these concentration subspaces.
Unfortunately, just like other SCA methods, our method
suffers from exponential growth in computation cost. The
reason is that in order to estimate the concentration subspaces,
the number of data samples should be proportional to ,- .
Therefore, it is burdensome to solve the problem in the large
scales. The large scale case still remains an open problem.
As mentioned before, the presented method uses a decreasing
sequence of S for estimating the concentration subspaces. The
first and largest S in the sequence is an essential factor in the
quality. A suitable starting S depends on many factors such as
 ,  and * . If chosen too large, it may cause mixed peaks and
if too small many local maxima exist.
is used where é is the set of all yIÞ by y full-rank matrices in which all
elements are zero except an element equal to one in each row.
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The performance of our method depends on several factors,
such as the condition number of mixing matrix, the number
of samples, the number of observations, the average number
of active sources, the sequences of S A and S B . A proper
estimation of the these sequences is an essential factor in
the performance. An optimum choice of the parameters is
an open problem which is currently being studied in our group.
Appendix 1
In the algorithm it is required to calculate the distance between a subspace and a vector
b
b be the matrix representation of a -dimensional
or two subspaces. Let B
subspace of the -dimensional space, that is, b
b
is an orthonormal basis for
this subspace. Let v be a unit-norm -dimensional vector. Then, as a measure of the
distance between subspace B and vector v, we use:

Cëê IìVìVì íî



òó v ð Bô C)õ ?tê ó v £ b ôfö÷ £V£V£ ÷ ó v £ b íôföøî
(9)
1
where v £ b ½ represents the dot product of b ½ and v.
Now let B CÍê b ìVìRì b íXî and B̂ CÍê b̂ IìVìVì b̂ íXî be two -dimensional subspaces
of -dimensional space represented in orthonormal form. Then, to detect if these two

subspaces are identical (step 4 of the algorithm of Fig. 4), we use (refereed as the ‘distance’
òó b½ ð B̂ô

is the distance between vector and subspace, stated above.

Appendix 2
In (5) it is necessary to calculate an expression of the form

ù
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C
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a cost computation of þ
order
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computation
. E
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Using this formula the recursive algorithm can be designed.
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Appendix 3
As mentioned in Section 4, this method is based on the maximization of two functions,
and
. This appendix is dedicated to development of the steepest ascent methods for
their maximization. Note that results of the previous appendices are used in developing
this section.
The following equation can be utilized to compute gradient in each iteration of the
steepest ascent maximization for function
:
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Orthonormalize B .
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In our simulation, we have chosen step size of the algorithm ( ) proportional to
to have smaller step-sizes for more complicated functions (which is the case for smaller
s).
For second part of the algorithm, the following equations can be utilized to compute
gradient in each iteration of the steepest ascent maximization for function
:
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Similar to the previous maximization, a suitable step proportional to
and the following steps should be performed in each iteration.
Set v
v
v
v using (11) and (12).
Normalize v by setting v
v v .
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In the experimental results, in the first maximization
second,

is set to

is set to

ö

(13)

has been chosen

<
 =-> ö

and in the

.
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6 Orthonormalizing the matrix B means projecting it on the sphere B B
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(11)

C

I. In fact
the matrix B B is symmetric and it’s square root can be easily computed. To do the
projection it is sufficient to right multiply the matrix B by the inverse of this square root.
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